The Classic Collection

CONTE NTS

“
Designed to inspire.
Simple to fit.
Made for real life .

“
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A room for you

Designed to inspire

As the day draws to a close, we look

We don’t believe limited space, awkward

forward to these moments when we shut

footprints and varying house types

the door on the chaos of life and settle in

should mean a compromise on your

for the night.

bedroom’s style.

The bedroom is our place for contemplation,

Your bedroom furniture should seamlessly

a room for relaxation, a sanctuary of quiet

balance design and functionality, and

and stillness.

with that in mind, our collections combine
beautifully ﬁnished modern and classic

A room where we embrace the true colours

furniture with clever storage.

of our personality and reveal a little piece
of ourselves behind closed doors.

You deserve a space that gives you room to
breathe at the end of the day. Considering
the dimensions and imperfections of real
rooms, we designed our bedrooms to
portray real life scenarios.
We understand that bedroom furniture
should be versatile, ﬂexible and ﬁt
perfectly within modern life.
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Guided by a passion for history, lovers of the classic style have an eye for timeless design that harks
back to a bygone era.The Classic Collection is inspired by the exquisiteness and craft of the past and

C L A S S I C

reimagined for the 21st century.The natural partner for Victorian and Edwardian period homes, it
also sits perfectly in modern properties, adding a sophisticated elegance. From the simple beauty of
Origin through to the reﬁned decadence of Chapter, this collection’s neutral colour palette allows you

COLLE CTI ON

to create your own vision of traditional beauty.

KINDRED / CLASSIC COLLECTION

TH E

A decadent twist on a classic Shaker, Chapter draws inspiration from
Edwardian and Victorian design.The simple proﬁle, ornate beading
and neutral colour palette all help create an elegant interior, from reﬁned
sophistication to understated glamour.

Style 1

Style 2

Style 3

Stone
Master bedroom

Partridge Grey
Master bedroom

Porcelain
Children’s bedroom

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER
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CHAPTER / STYLE 1

STY LE 1
Created with Chapter Stone

SIMPLY REFINED
Distinctly sophisticated and reﬁned, style 1 pairs functional
design with subtle neutral tones of gold and green to
create a traditional interior that exudes both luxury and
comfort. Cleverly ﬁtting the wardrobes into a corner offers
a practical solution for a Georgian property without
compromising on traditional architectural detailing.
Styled around a settled lifestyle, this bedroom conveys
peace and calm.
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CHAPTER / STYLE 1

1
1. Stone 2 drawer bedside with feature oak top
2. Satin brown hanging rail

2
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CHAPTER / STYLE 1

2

1

3
1. Feature oak bookcase and Chapter mirror doors

2. Additional hanging rail and shoe solution

3. Kindred hinge plate
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CHAPTER / STYLE 2

STY LE 2
Created with Chapter Partridge Grey

DECADENT ELEGANCE
Distinguished and graceful, style 2 demonstrates design
that blends perfectly with the features of a traditional period
home.The soft pastel colours complement the subtle tone
of partridge grey to create a luxe and inviting bedroom
to escape to. Beautifully framing the chimney breast and
making a focal feature of the ﬁreplace, the wardrobes add to
the elegance of the setting. It began with classic heritage, but
evolved with modern lifestyle.
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CHAPTER / STYLE 2

1

2
1. Handle from Character collection
2. Draw organiser
3. Oak internals

3
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CHAPTER / STYLE 2

2

1

3
1. Chapter mirror door

2. Partridge grey 2 drawer bedside chest

3. Oak additional shelves
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CHAPTER / STYLE 3

STY LE 3
Created with Chapter Porcelain

TIMELESS AND MAGICAL
Creating a playful room, style 3 starts with an inviting
palette of lighter tones that form a backdrop to a world
of make believe. Although designed to utilise the height
of the room in this period townhouse, the space is never
overpowered. From toys and books to homework and
hobbies, this is a timeless room that can evolve with
a child.The perfect environment for childhood memories
to be made.
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CHAPTER / STYLE 3

1
1. Additional hanging rail and feature storage units
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CHAPTER / STYLE 3

2

1

3
1. Handle from Character collection

2. Porcelain 2+2 chest

3. Linen drawer interior

The beauty of Origin is in its simplicity.The crisp Shaker design, coupled
with its painted-woodgrain ﬁnish, allows the range to sit comfortably in
both modern and period homes.With a balanced neutral palette, that
perfectly complements an array of interior styles, Origin is the versatile
choice when it comes to creating a bedroom that’s unique to you.

Style 1

Style 2

Style 3

Style 4

Stone
Master bedroom

Partridge Grey
Ofﬁce/Guest bedroom

Porcelain
Guest bedroom

Partridge Grey
Children’s bedroom

ORIGIN
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ORIGIN
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ORIGIN / STYLE 1

STY LE 1
Created with Origin Stone

COASTAL HAVEN
A room for quiet reﬂection, style 1 captures the essence
of the ocean.The combination of natural woven
textures, soft tones of sandy beige and coastal blue
create a tranquil palette that evokes peace and calm.
The wall-to-wall wardrobes make the most of the space
without compromising the room’s architectural features
in this Victorian seaside home.
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ORIGIN / STYLE 1

1
1. Stone 2 drawer bedside chest with feature oak top
2. Handle from Deﬁnitive collection

2
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1

3
1. Oak internals

2. Stone dressing table with feature oak top

3. Origin mirror door

ORIGIN / STYLE 1

2
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ORIGIN / STYLE 2

STY LE 2
Created with Origin Partridge Grey

WORK, LIFE & HOME
Making the most of a guest bedroom within a new
property, style 2 offers the perfect balance between work, life
and home.The versatile design maximises storage whilst
creating a practical working space, without overpowering
a comfortable environment. Slate greys, warm browns and
hints of blue complement the partridge grey wardrobes,
exuding a calming environment that’s perfect for allowing
the brain to relax and recharge.
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ORIGIN / STYLE 2

1
1. Handle from Deﬁnitive collection
2. Bespoke shelving unit

2
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ORIGIN / STYLE 2

1

2
1. Additional linen shelves

2. Custom ﬁt desk
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ORIGIN / STYLE 3

S TY LE 3
Created with Origin Porcelain

AN EXPLORER’S RETREAT
Rustic and understated, style 3 shows chalk whites
combined with natural textures for a rural style that
captures the spirit of exploration and adventure. Although
the main feature is to maximise storage from ﬂoor to ceiling
in this older property, it doesn’t impose on the small ﬂoor
space of this guest bedroom. Reminiscent of the outdoors,
souvenirs and sentiment, this room is full of charm and
nostalgia for past travels.
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ORIGIN / STYLE 3

1
1. Porcelain 4+2 chest
2. Porcelain 4+2 chest featuring oak top
3. Additional feature storage units

3
2
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2
1. Handle from Character collection

2. Linen internals

ORIGIN / STYLE 3

1
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ORIGIN / STYLE 4

STY LE 1
Created with Chapter Stone

THE PERFECT HIDEOUT
Enter a child’s world of imagination.Within a smaller
new build, style 4 demonstrates a clever use of space by
combining storage with inventive play.With the mix of
green and blue, light timber and grey tones, this is a room
that can develop with time.Theatrical curtains and soft
cushions create the perfect hideaway for a child to explore
their creative side.
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ORIGIN / STYLE 4

1. Handle from Character collection

1
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ORIGIN / STYLE 4

1
1. Partridge grey

Creating the perfect bedroom doesn’t stop with choosing a particular range. Our collection
offers various ways to customise your bedroom and add personality to any style.
From handles, lights, mirror doors and an array of internal options, the opportunities to
personalise are endless.

Stack. Store. Display.

Chests of Drawers

Mirror Doors & Finishing Touches
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COM PLETE TH E LOOK

COMPLETE
TH E LOOK

STACK.
STORE.
DISPLAY.
To create the perfect wardrobe, planning starts from
within. Clever, ﬂexible and beautiful in design, our
wardrobe internals have been carefully considered to
work around your needs. Available in walnut, oak
and linen ﬁnishes, choose from stackable drawers,
accent shelves, drawer organisers, shoe storage and
pigeon units. Alternatively, make a bespoke internal
solution, tailored to your personal needs.
View our full internal storage options

S TA C K . S T O R E . D I S P L AY.
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at kindred.co.uk

AWAITING IMAGE

1

2

4

3
1. Walnut stackable drawer

2. Oak stackable drawers

3. Linen stackable drawers, shoe solution and pigeon unit

4. Linen stackable drawers and additional linen shelf

CHESTS OF DRAWERS
Our elegant range of classic chests complement any bedroom
style without compromising on space.These beautifully
crafted pieces of furniture can integrate with the wardrobes
or stand alone.Whether it’s a dressing table solution,
custom-made desk, or the choice of a colour-matched or
contrasting top, the classic chest range can be tailored to
suit your preference.
To view the full range, please visit kindred.co.uk
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CH E STS OF D RAWE R S

1

2
1. Partridge grey 3 drawer
bedside chest with handle
from Character collection
2. Linen drawer interior
3. Porcelain 2+2 chest
with handle from
Character collection
4. Stone 2 drawer bedside
chest with feature oak top

3

4

1. Stone 4 + 2 chest with feature oak top
2. Custom ﬁt desk
3. 2 drawer bedside chest
4. Stone dressing table with feature oak top
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CH E STS OF D RAWE R S

1

2

3

4

TIME FOR
REFLECTION

FINISHING
TOUCHES

Add a touch of elegance to any bedroom

It’s the added detail that can make

and create a focal point with mirror

a big impact on your bedroom.

doors from our Chapter and Origin

Our lighting range will ensure you can

ranges.Tailor your wardrobes to reﬂect

create the perfect ambience for a night-

your own personal style.

time sanctuary.
Our collection also offers an extensive
choice of handles to enhance both classic
and modern styles. Choose from our
ranges: Urban, Deﬁnitive, Boutique,
M I R ROR DOOR S & FI N I S H I NG TOUCH E S

Precision and Character.
For our full range of handles and
lighting visit kindred.co.uk
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1

2

3

2

1
1. Chapter mirror door

2. Origin mirror door

4

5
1. Satin brown hanging rail and internal light

2,3,4. Handle from Character collection

5. Handle from Precision collection
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TH E MOD E R N COLLECTION

M O D E R N

COLLE CTI ON
For a modern look
Those who love modern seek designs where simplicity and functionality are effortlessly entwined.
The Modern Collection shows an array of creative options and room designs, integrating modern
functions seamlessly with the architecture of the bedroom. Make room for Sculpt, Esker, Flow and Parity.

Pick up our Modern Collection brochure or visit www.kindred.co.uk to see these ranges.

Esker matt anthracite

MAKE ROOM
FOR REASSURANCE

We take great care in the photography of the product featured. However, there may be slight variables between
photographic and print processes, colours may vary slightly from the actual product supplied. Copyright Kindred Living Limited.
For more information on our service and warranty please contact your local retailer.
Visit us online at Kindred.co.uk
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